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SA social listening collated input 
22 July 2021 

 
This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to Covid 
& vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in SA. Thanks to all who submitted.  
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1. National Department of Health (Charity) 
THE FOCUS THIS WEEK WAS ON THE VIEWS and questions OF THE FOLLOWERS WHO 
are undecided about vaccination due to a LACK of INFORMATION in order to provide facts 
focused on answering questions and requests for information 
 

  

 

 

 

 
-  

PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

- Do I have to go back to the same place of vaccination 
(Pfizer) where I received my first one or can I go 
anywhere doesn't it matter where I get my second 
one? here  

- Where can you report a company that does not follow 
Covid protocol?? If they allow Covid positive 
employers to work and put everyone else in danger? 
here 

- Can they tell us how many people have been infected 
with covid19 after vaccine, how many died of Covid 
after vaccine and the sicknesses that have developed 
in some people due to vaccine? Please we need to 
know? here 

- Why do you want to vaccinate healthy people, and the 
recovery rate is above 90percent? here 

- Please make pregnant women eligible for vaccinations 
already (especially those under 35 at high risk). Whilst 
some do not want the vaccine, others are praying for 
their turn! here 

- What are the long time side effects?   
- Where can I vaccinate in Vhembe? here 

- Can J n J prevent me from catching Covid or Delta? 
here 

- How do I register online? here 

- How do I apply for vaccination! here 

- Can I get vaccine if I test positive? here 

- Can you get the 2nd jab in a different province? here 

- Please make sure you also have these posters in all 
languages. here 

- Is it compulsory for an employer to force an employee 
to be vaccinated? 

- Must I use the mask after vaccination? here 

- When you get vaccinated does that mean you won’t 
get Covid? Stop wearing a mask? What are the 
benefits of vaccination? here 

- Can they tell us how many people have been infected 

with Covid19 after vaccine, how many died of Covid 
after vaccine and the sicknesses that have 
developed in some people due to vaccine? Please 
we need to know here 

- I am on medical aid. My question is can I not go 
to clicks in n1 city mall or anywhere nearest to 

Goodwood?.  
- Are we allowed to choose the vaccine of myself? 

https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4509052525810912/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUhbfBEn4Ke7BNYz2V841VVuVTIT4qAJNemQjVmlcZux3UDou3u1nXGRU6YQdfwz51-1fTktAe83g6f02NZ17XOMEVSZJTNkWcBpXeIybei6FqWNf_iVg_qKXYItzOE2m-kmzgW_B-V8gwTFvjPFWDd&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4495891637127001/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXtvweDosgu8Vy4F7hripZh0jdy-a4j_NKY0MHmCaYcRRay1EbwdG3BC29fwyEejyJTB8yNyGryb2zQ4rzlM83DpChiNsFJvi9I-Ho-OKPvdGQOGmojhXtSQPMGf6GsH44z5vPuigzLivNyXI63AxRj&__tn__=EH-R
https://scontent-jnb1-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/216467934_4495486373834194_1579937088576342841_n.jpg?_nc_cat=110&ccb=1-3&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeELZAjsWUtnE6XTjOe5B5PuGE7Zmny8cT0YTtmafLxxPSn1pWZRmQwS07lWzbSMvro3LmAzfOWHy160wOtfp8tU&_nc_ohc=8ytEGj8G6t4AX-g7fdb&tn=tTuJU4wYKU3Mh4wk&_nc_ht=scontent-jnb1-1.xx&oh=35d53ce59e536b3f531886fe8b2c4f31&oe=6121069B
https://scontent-jnb1-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/216467934_4495486373834194_1579937088576342841_n.jpg?_nc_cat=110&ccb=1-3&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeELZAjsWUtnE6XTjOe5B5PuGE7Zmny8cT0YTtmafLxxPSn1pWZRmQwS07lWzbSMvro3LmAzfOWHy160wOtfp8tU&_nc_ohc=8ytEGj8G6t4AX-g7fdb&tn=tTuJU4wYKU3Mh4wk&_nc_ht=scontent-jnb1-1.xx&oh=35d53ce59e536b3f531886fe8b2c4f31&oe=6121069B
https://scontent-jnb1-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/216467934_4495486373834194_1579937088576342841_n.jpg?_nc_cat=110&ccb=1-3&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeELZAjsWUtnE6XTjOe5B5PuGE7Zmny8cT0YTtmafLxxPSn1pWZRmQwS07lWzbSMvro3LmAzfOWHy160wOtfp8tU&_nc_ohc=8ytEGj8G6t4AX-g7fdb&tn=tTuJU4wYKU3Mh4wk&_nc_ht=scontent-jnb1-1.xx&oh=35d53ce59e536b3f531886fe8b2c4f31&oe=6121069B
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4495891637127001/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXtvweDosgu8Vy4F7hripZh0jdy-a4j_NKY0MHmCaYcRRay1EbwdG3BC29fwyEejyJTB8yNyGryb2zQ4rzlM83DpChiNsFJvi9I-Ho-OKPvdGQOGmojhXtSQPMGf6GsH44z5vPuigzLivNyXI63AxRj&__tn__=EH-R
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2. KZN Department of Health (Velile) 
 
Deaths following immunization- Most concerning trend on KZN DOH social media 
platforms 

As a strategy to engage and counter the misconceptions surrounding this particular 
topic, the province has two platforms to support counter fake news/ 
disinformation  and misinformation. We use a WhatsApp group to support comms. 
The group has experts who engage to input into content that is shared to counter 
issues as they arise. As we understood that simply putting out messages 
communicating news to be untrue. We went a few steps back. First making the 
public know of built in safety measures before, during and after vaccination. Like 
guidelines to screen for those who should not take the vaccine (contraindications), 
those for whom caution is recommended (pregnant, lactating and severe allergy 
to vaccine ingredients). The guidelines for observation of vaccinees immediately 
after vaccination and the preparedness of sites to manage AEFI of varying degrees 
and then the guidance for those who have vaccinated on what mild side AEFI to 
expect and how to manage them and where to report AEFI  (Med Safety App or 
get assistance from the NDOH hotline) that concern them or not resolving or seem 
more severe. We then explain the collective responsibility we all have to report 
AEFI responsibly on provided platforms to assist SAHPRA and NDOH identify any 
emerging new safety signals. We then explain some of the reasons people might 
get severely ill after vaccination (E.g. infection within the window period of  4 weeks 
post vaccination when immunity hadn’t kicked in, sickness from other causes. 
Hence the importance of all AEFI reported being investigated for a causal 
relationship. Lastly, we explained the presence of the “No fault Compensation 
fund” and it’s purpose. This message was prepared for our MEC to pass onto the 
public so that there is transparency about what doh and SAHPRA are doing to 
ensure public safety during vaccination. The same will be communicated on 
departmental social media platforms. 
 

 

3. UNICEF ESARO (Daniel, Janine and Pumla) 

COVID-19 vaccines related search queries 
Interest in the following search queries was rising on Google over the past week: “Liberty 
Wellness center” (breakout search1), “Clicks Covid vaccine booking” (+650%), “Dischem Covid 
vaccine booking” (+400%), “how to register for vaccine 35 49” (+350%). – all indicating vaccine 
demand 

                                                
1 A break out search on google is a search that grew by more than 5000%. 
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COVID-19 vaccines related search queries 
Tweets about COVID-19 vaccines in the country generated 45k engagements, +80% compared 
to the previous period2. – showing ‘recovery’ against #UnrestSA of last week.  

Most shared links by SA users on Twitter include:  

• https://vaccine.enroll.health.gov.za/  
• ‘Save lives – prioritise all adults living with a comorbidity in the Vaccine Programme in 

SA’  
• Half of KZN patients have no chronic medication. Here’s how looting affected SA’s 

COVID vaccine roll-out  
• COVID-19 vaccinations: How are the provinces doing?  

COVID-19 vaccine conversation on digital news media 
News articles about COVID-19 vaccines generated over 30k engagements, about 25% 
decrease compared to the previous reporting period. Top articles on digital news media by 
engagement include:  

 Lower COVID-19 numbers questioned  

 COVID-19 in SA | Gauteng may be coming out of third wave  

 Looters have become Covid-19 super spreaders  

 35 TO 49 AGE GROUP SETS COVID-19 VACCINATION REGISTRATION RECORD  

 Brace for 'very severe' Covid-19 wave after riots, warns WHO  

COVID-19 vaccine subtopics (twitter and digital news) 
Online conversations about COVID-19 vaccines that generated most engagements in the past week were 
again related to vaccine access (38%), safety (14%) and immunity (11%).  

 

4. Covid hotline, Right To Care (Lizzie and Candy) 
 

 Major technical/IT issues this week with the call centres, predominantly due to EVDS being 
‘down’ a couple of times, and also issues with the phone lines (agents receiving two calls at once 
etc). These were dealt with promptly.  

 Early in the week lots of queries about whether vaccination sites were open in KZN and Gauteng.  

 Similarly, many calls about rescheduling of appointments due to unrest and vaccination sites 
being closed. Many people concerned that they have now missed the ‘exact date’ for their 
second vaccination.  

 Issues continue with ‘finger slips’ with typing preventing people receiving SMS or getting 
vaccinated (if incorrect ID entered). People finding that another person has registered using their 
ID, cannot get registered. People needing to correct their personal details such as name or 
mobile number. These are proving very difficult to correct, as they cannot be corrected at the call 
centre level and instead have to be updated by NDoH.  

 SMSs continue to be a source of concern with people not receiving them/receiving a message for 
someone else/only receiving the first message/not receiving a confirmation message etc.  

                                                
2 Previous period means the period of the same length preceding the selected time period. 
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 Couple of queries regarding people who have contracted COVID-19 just before their first or 
second vaccination and are unsure of the course of action to take.  

 Concerns about the 42 wait period with Pfizer. Queries as to ‘why 42 days’ and whether it needs 
to be ’42 days exactly’.  

 People needing to be vaccinated urgently for travel purposes and are either not yet eligible or 
need to receive J&J vaccine since it will take too long to wait for 2 doses of Pfizer. 
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5. Real411 (William) 
 

1. MISINFO: Herbal products can cure corona and other diseases. TRUTH: No peer 
reviewed evidence that these supplements can cure or even have sufficient beneficial 
impact. Here 

Complaint 1540: https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/4rbz1lax 
 
The site promoted by influencers on twitter includes videos and this snapshot 
 

 
 

2. MISINFO: Call or message about vaccines results in phone being blocked: TRUTH: this 
is not true, been debunked here 

Complaint example: https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/2KC8RR0X 
 

 
 

3. MISINFO: Vaccines cause people to die TRUTH: While there are adverse reactions 
serious illness and death is very rare. See here and here: 
 
We saw several examples of similar posts on the RCCE group the big problem with 
them is that they are incredibly difficult to verify.  It may well be that they passed away 
shortly after being vaccinated, but it unlikely to be the vaccine that caused their demise.  
V NB to communicate about safety of vaccines and use trends where countries have 
vaccinated many more people to show the majority of covid deaths now are for 
unvaccinated.   

 
 

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-remedies-idUSKBN2AN2DC
https://www.republicworld.com/fact-check/coronavirus/fact-check-covid-19-vaccine-feedback-calls-fraud-government-issues-clarification.html
https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/2KC8RR0X
https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-health-941fcf43d9731c76c16e7354f5d5e187
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html
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6. Africa Infodemic Response Alliance (Aurelie and team) 
 
Parts relevant to South Africa. 
 

Ongoing concerns around vaccine safety and side effects 
○ FDA warning of possible rare neurological complication (Guillain-Barre Syndrome) 

associated with J&J vaccine spreading in news and social media comments here, here, 

here, here; here referred to as “terrifying immune syndrome” (Twitter and Facebook)  

○ Claim that a person has died due to the vaccine here and that their death was classified 

as a COVD death here (Twitter)  

○ Ongoing claims that people have died after taking the vaccine here and here (Facebook)  

○ Claim that vaccines are dangerous and hastily made; that they did not pass safety tests 

here (Facebook)  

○ A person is concerned about “being fooled with the vaccine” here (Facebook) 

○ Claim that the vaccine is very dangerous for the body and soul here (Facebook)  

 
Conversations about vaccine effectiveness  

● Confusion around British health minister testing positive despite being vaccinated here (Twitter)  
● People report mixed feelings about the vaccine after being infected despite having received two 

doses here (Facebook)  

● King Somnala questions about the vaccine’s purpose if it does not protect from COVID here 

(Facebook)  

● Cards comparing Pfizer’s’ effectiveness against the Delta variant in different studies here 

(Facebook) 

 
Posts claiming Macron has made vaccines and sanitary passes mandatory in certain circumstances in 
France gained traction in the region, here and here  
 
Frustration with pandemic and vaccine management & government corruption  

○ Anger with government looting of COVID funds here and here (Twitter)  

○ In the midst of riots in South Africa, a person blames the government’s “useless COVID 

response” here (Twitter)  

○ Claim that a doctor was arrested for breaking curfew after returning from work here 

(Twitter)  

○ Post about the impact of lacking COVID relief funds (and current looting) here (Twitter)  

○ Frustration with global vaccine inequity here (Twitter)  

 
Examples: 

❖ Vaccine sites affected by ongoing violence in South Africa here and here (News) 

 
Person gives advice to recover from COVID; they say that COVID is a flu and should be 
treated as such, in addition to encouraging people not to go to the hospital here 

https://citizentv.co.ke/news/fda-warns-of-potential-rare-neurological-complication-with-johnson-johnson-coronavirus-vaccine-12650045/
https://www.facebook.com/738443526499250/posts/1501870736823188
https://www.facebook.com/1522943244635075/posts/2966929823569736
https://www.facebook.com/86848557725/posts/10159230465727726
https://www.timeslive.co.za/sunday-times-daily/world/2021-07-13-jj-shot-gets-fda-warning-for-link-to-terrifying-immune-syndrome/
https://twitter.com/hostilenativ/status/1416655000927883265
https://twitter.com/KaConfessor/status/1416689754066857984
https://www.facebook.com/113998985325415/posts/4257554744303131
https://twitter.com/m3_katty/status/1416751009175687168?s=21
https://www.facebook.com/109390550842295/posts/331649505283064
https://www.facebook.com/100052691682788/posts/349067656859621
https://www.facebook.com/348988715303163/posts/1989801651221853
https://twitter.com/Jonathan_Witt/status/1416700479443251203
https://www.facebook.com/161428670566653/posts/4268817509827728
https://www.facebook.com/100044302155417/posts/362711158548953
https://www.facebook.com/478888319176697/posts/1408817922850394
https://www.businessinsider.co.za/france-to-require-covid-19-vaccine-non-essential-activities-2021-7
https://www.facebook.com/122121361542/posts/10159589469106543
https://twitter.com/phethani4/status/1416700562222067712
https://twitter.com/Nkanyiso_ngqulu/status/1416698887566462976
https://twitter.com/raisingmenalone/status/1415660075260301312
https://twitter.com/Jonathan_Witt/status/1416479607717601280
https://twitter.com/queenlelo_m/status/1414471668525944838
https://twitter.com/Ndiilo_Nthengwe/status/1416732405520556038
https://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/gauteng/vaccine-sites-affected-by-ongoing-gauteng-violence-4cbe599e-bb07-422f-8edc-baa5906479cd
https://www.iol.co.za/mercury/news/kzn-covid-19-vaccine-roll-out-programme-affected-by-continued-protests-1533a8e5-df74-4873-a45b-64245b332aaa
https://twitter.com/Smoochie_Vi/status/1415236150671851522
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As riots continue in South Africa, people decry the pandemic’s impact on their lives here 
and here 
 
Request that people who have already had COVID wait for 30 days before receiving their 
vaccine here 
 
False claim that vaccines were packaged before COVID was discovered here  
 
Figures associated with the “Pandemics Data and Analytics” page (known to spread 
mis/disinformation) host talks about COVID to “question everything” here and here  
 

7. Covid Comms (David) 
 
1. Travel into and out of Gauteng still unclear for some under adjusted level 4.   
 
2. Confusion on why registration on EVDS is needed if walk-ins are allowed. Need to perhaps 
create graphics / videos to help people understand why. 
 
3. Is there a possibility that the MedSafety app is made into a data-free website rather than apps 
that deplete data and phone storage?   
 
4. Many workplaces are discriminating against employees with covid, or valid concerns about 
unsafe working conditions. There is not general knowledge on what to do if discrimination is 
taking place. 
  
5. We received a message requesting vaccine content in Shona. Shows there is a need for 
content translated outside of official languages if possible. 
 

8. University of Johannesburg (Kate, Bongani) 
 

 Still concern about registering people without IDs or other official documentation. Can 
we get clarity? 

 

 Adherence to protocols is a problem, especially in KZN (some parts). 
 

 Some good use of community halls etc. for vaccination in Free State and KZN. Even 
evidence of transporting people from farms in the latter and vaccinators going to homes 
in the latter. 

 

 Some complaints about lack of communication when community and pop-up sites are 
opened. 

 

 Still complaints about lack of sites near informal settlements. 
 

 Long queues from 35+ group and Social Development. 
 

https://twitter.com/WouterSchreude2/status/1415291629070700547
https://twitter.com/lasizwe/status/1414561904836681729
https://twitter.com/madasd/status/1415616250861039618
https://twitter.com/stephanus_56405/status/1416600443577323523
https://www.facebook.com/112123760487193/posts/348313623534871
https://www.facebook.com/112123760487193/posts/346899010342999
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9. Centre for Communications Impact (Nthabiseng and team) 
 

 
1. Vaccine misinformation 

This week we noted many users on social media who are unsure of the vaccine, a 
problem which has been made worse by the spread of misinformation, on many posts on 
social media it has been pointed out that the vaccine is causing deaths  

 
The following are just many of the online conversations which are currently taking place 
on social media, this is creating room for vaccine hesitancy a people believe that the 
vaccine is not safe 

 
 

2. A video circulating around of women speaking isiXhosa believed to be in the Eastern 

Cape Province, there’s one woman seen lying in bed and the other women who are with 

her are saying that she is now paralyzed and is unable to speak after getting vaccinated. 

 
 

3. Vaccine Hesitancy  

Online and offline conversations around the vaccine not being safe, several people I 
have interacted with offline would like to wait until the vaccine is compulsory as there’s 
still a lot of mistrust with the current rollout  
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4. Vaccine misinformation/Concerns    

 
Concerning replies/conversations under the article by News 24  

 “Why do vaccinated people need protection” 

https://twitter.com/ThandaM2/status/1417073461902692356?s=20 
 

 “Anti Christ loading, New world order” 

https://twitter.com/smabuya222/status/1417073155156348928?s=20 
 

 “This will also take place in South Africa “ 

https://twitter.com/Giorgio_figguo/status/1417092721878224896?s=20 
 

 “Everything starts in China and end up in South Africa” 

https://twitter.com/smabuya222/status/1417073155156348928?s=20 

https://twitter.com/ThandaM2/status/1417073461902692356?s=20
https://twitter.com/smabuya222/status/1417073155156348928?s=20
https://twitter.com/Giorgio_figguo/status/1417092721878224896?s=20
https://twitter.com/smabuya222/status/1417073155156348928?s=20
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10. National Institute of Communicable Diseases (Nileen and Sine) 

 
PRIMARY TOPICS 
1. Deaths caused by COVID-19 vaccination.  
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2. Frustration relating to the vaccine process.  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
3. More community members are starting to understand that the high positivity rate is a 

better indication of community transmission.  
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11. University of the Free State (Herkulaas Combrink) 
 
Summary 
In the summarised report below, Covid-19 and vaccine related information is still sought after by the South 
African public, and it still is important to share and disseminate relevant and accurate information with 
regard to the Covid-19 vaccine and any changes/updates with regard to Covid19. Furthermore, what the 
report illustrates is that the highest volume where people seek information about Covid-19 and the vaccine 
is between 6am and 10am. 
Further highlighted in the report is that there are still trends of rumour and misinformation spread across a 
variety of platforms. These include blatant vaccine hesitancy justified by some cause. It is also encouraging 
to note that people are recognising the harm that is caused by the spread of misinformation. 
It is therefore recommended that: 

 Social listening continues and a close monitoring of information across all platforms should be 

observed. 

 Information sharing is most effective between 6am and 10am and high impact information about 

Covid-19 should be available for the public by this time each day 

 Clear interpretations of vaccine and Covid-19 information need to be shared so that lay people can 

clearly interpret the meaning 

Major themes of information seeking behaviour 
The figure below illustrates that although the recent looting, Jacob Zuma, and Cyril Ramaphosa 
sensationalism, there is still a consistent information seeking behaviour about vaccines and Covid-19. 
 

 
There are still trends of misinformation: 

 Well I believe in God and that is the protecciÃ³n I need â€¦..vaccines are made of fetuses cellsâ€¦ 

https://t.co/aUDzqetI3T 

 So now you support protesting and riots when it has to do with a vaccine passports, but against 

proteâ€¦ https://t.co/iVKVlN3dwr 

 I personally think there i a calculated amount of vaccine that aims to stops the life of our people. 

Andâ€¦ https://t.co/GDwdcdB7dr 

https://t.co/aUDzqetI3T
https://t.co/iVKVlN3dwr
https://t.co/GDwdcdB7dr
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There are people recognizing the danger of misinformation 

 Misinformation is going to kill us. There's an interview with a Bishop we sphandla where his guest 

claims the Covidâ€¦ https://t.co/0COYP4mma2 

There are undercurrents of people not effectively interpreting the technical clinical information 
about vaccines 

 Vaccines don't protect from Covid-19 and its been said many times, they don't even provide 

immunity.â€¦ https://t.co/BlECVxbwOx 

 You cannot hide the fact that this vaccine can kill. And that is enough to afford people choice. To 

coerce people tâ€¦ https://t.co/eXwovn1n6C 

 She just said the vaccine is safe and it can kill you, in the same sentence ðŸ¤¡ðŸ¤¡ðŸ¤¡ðŸ¤¡ðŸ¤¡ 

https://t.co/0fwVShBZhx 

 

https://t.co/0COYP4mma2
https://t.co/BlECVxbwOx
https://t.co/eXwovn1n6C
https://t.co/0fwVShBZhx
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